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ESSAY

Against a Single Story: Diverse Trans� Narratives
in Autobiographical Documentary Film

By Sarah Ray Rondot

ABSTRACT
In opposition to the sensational, simplified, and pathological gender ideolo-
gies in twentieth and early twenty-first century documentary film, Jules
Rosskam’s Against a Trans Narrative [Rosskam, Jules., dir. Against a Trans
Narrative. 2008; Chicago, IL: MamSir Productions. DVD.] and Gwen Tara
Haworth’s She’s a Boy I Knew [Haworth, Gwen Tara, dir. She’s a Boy I Knew.
2008; Durham, England: Shapeshifter Films. DVD.] expand representational
horizons for autobiographical trans* narratives films. Rather than risking their
stories’ re-appropriation by cisgender directors and editors, trans* documen-
tarians are increasingly telling their own gender stories.

As part of the “new wave” of documentaries about trans� issues, these
films “eschew the obsession with etiology” and take trans� “as a reality
that does not need explanation or rationalization.”1,2 Trans� documentar-
ians combine confessional discourse with scripted scenes, animation, slam
poetry, photography, and other nontraditional tactics. These filmmakers
highlight more than one trans� narrative, allow individuals to speak for
themselves, and connect personal stories to larger social systems.

In our contemporary moment, it is imperative to highlight films “made
by trans people” rather than films made about trans� people.3 In particu-
lar, Jules Rosskam’s Against a Trans Narrative is an experimental film
that explodes conventional notions of identity, community, and visibility.4

In contrast, Gwen Tara Haworth’s She’s a Boy I Knew is an autobiograph-
ical look at one trans� woman’s experiences in relation to her white, con-
servative family members’ ideals of gender.5 In terms of narrative and
focus, one might imagine that these films’ goals are contradictory.
However, they exemplify different but complementary techniques that
open possibilities for new trans� stories, which reject male-centered, het-
eronormative, and racist accounts of gender diversity. Rather than focus-
ing on how someone might come to identify as trans� or what
procedures one uses to transition—though “medical issues and transition
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may be included”—the stories and lives these films represent reject the
medical model as the “be-all and end-all of the narrative.”6 Offering com-
plexity, these films illuminate how documentary has the ability to shift
dominant ideologies of gender.

Although all representations of trans� people are “historically situated,
politically strategic and connected to the operations of race, class, gender,
sexuality, and ability that govern all bodies,”7 contemporary autobio-
graphical documentary, in particular, fully articulates and represents the
relationship between body and narrative. Autobiographical documentary
offers a glimpse of what Susanna Egan calls “alternating subjectivities,”
which emphasize identity processes and communities that share in the
production of meaning rather than a closed-off identity product.8 The
autobiographical documentary, as Egan explains, is best equipped to
“dramatize the intersubjective qualities of experience”9 by “grounding rep-
resentation in some prior reality” and displaying the “intimate expression
of subjective experience.”10 Highlighting “alternating subjectivities,”
Rosskam and Haworth question what it means to live a trans� life within
a culture whose dominant narratives firmly place trans� people within
medical legitimation discourses and require a single, coherent, simple,
and pathological trans� story.

Since documentary holds the capacity to change individual and collect-
ive understandings of trans� identity, it will be useful to first consider the
documentary genre and how it has developed over time. Next, I will ana-
lyze how contemporary autobiographical documentaries, in particular,
have the capacity to expand trans� representational horizons. Finally, I
will analyze Against a Trans Narrative and She’s a Boy I Knew, paying
attention to the films’ use of autobiographical narrative, embodiment,
and identity.

Documentary: What Is It and What Can It Do?

Filmmakers have used documentary for various purposes—ranging from
nationalist propaganda to experimental representations of lived reality—
for at least ninety-five years.11 In 1925, John Grierson coined the term in
his review of Robert Flaherty’s film Moana: A Romance of the South Seas,
which documents Flaherty’s time living with and studying a group of
Samoan people.12 Grierson used the term “documentary” to indicate “the
ability of the medium to literally produce a visual ‘document’ of a par-
ticular event.”13 At this time, in the 1920s and 30s, documentary footage
captured event-centered, episodic, and mostly “disjointed” images of
“everyday” humanity.14 Specifically, early documentarians captured the
lives of people they subjectively viewed as oppressed: poor, working-class
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white people in Europe and America, as well as nonwhite Others who
daily battled nature to survive in rural and non-Western cultures. For
example, the “savage ethnographic” film Nanook of the North: A Story of
Life and Love in the Actual Arctic, which scholars consider to be the first
feature-length documentary, records an Inuk family battling the elements
in the Canadian Arctic as a white British filmmaker looks on.15 This prac-
tice of directly or indirectly Othering documentary subjects was and in
some cases still is a lasting feature of the genre.

In addition, early conceptions of documentary placed the genre in a
“privileged relationship with the idea of reality (or truth).”16 According to
Christopher Pullen, the assumed truthful function of the genre “may be
partially due to the idea of documentation, which implies some official
authorized function, a corollary of which would be that documentation
possesses some license to convey reality.”17 If one can visually (and later,
aurally) represent an event, idea, or narrative at the moment it is happen-
ing, so the story goes, then it must have actually occurred. Stefan Jarl
elaborates on the history of documentary to show that in its original con-
ception, documentary film was believed to be “objective and accurate.
What we see is the truth, filmed by the filmmaker in a certain
sequence.”18 Documentarians were not supposed to be seen or heard,
films were not to be scripted, and an objective perspective was supposed
to frame the film’s sequence of images and sound, further Othering the
film’s subjects.

This limiting view permeated until well into the 1960s, when civil
rights leaders, lesbian and gay activists, and other social pioneers
employed the form to deliberately disrupt notions of objective “reality”
and “truth,” a goal that was again taken up by contemporary, twenty-
first-century autobiographical filmmakers. These social justice and auto-
biographical documentary films aim to clarify Jarl’s argument: “there is
no such thing as an accurate and objective documentary.”19 Despite the
original conception of the genre, documentaries do not make true or false
claims about the world but, instead, performatively show an “alternative
‘honesty.’”20 Documentary footage is iconic rather than factual. Though
“actuality footage,” as Rebecca Swender calls it, “provides trace evidence
of the existence of some segment of reality,” documentary features a tenu-
ous and “mediated rather than pure relationship to the real.”21 Unlike lit-
erature, which has the capacity to transport the reader to the past or
future, documentary films situate the spectator in a “constantly advancing
present tense.”22 In these ways, the “reality” represented in documentary
film functions synecdochically in that it “stands in for the larger truth
claim that the image’s original emplotment served to evidence.”23

Furthermore, because documentary footage does not literally represent
the world as it is, documentaries must be “deciphered” by viewers.24 This
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social element is an important part of the contemporary genre’s function:
though unable to objectively represent “reality” in any literal sense, docu-
mentary nevertheless has a “profound respect for actuality, [which] invites
the spectator to draw socially critical conclusions” of their own making.25

Documentaries affirm and encourage social, dialectic interaction between
screen and viewer and between knowledge and interpretation. In some
ways, contemporary documentary “carries on the oral tradition” by
spreading stories and subjective realities to those who would not other-
wise learn about such issues or who find the issues relevant to their own
lives.26 As Michael Renov echoes, contemporary documentary films place
an “emphasis on open-endedness, empathy and receptivity”27 and have
the capacity to offer personal legitimation for viewers as well as collective
knowledge growth for communities of like-minded people. The develop-
ment of communal storytelling and autobiographical practices situates the
viewer in unique ways; the viewer becomes “one of the ‘us’ who are pic-
tured on screen” and thus is directly included in the film’s shared identity
claims.28 The viewer becomes “a member of the social collective,” brought
to life through documentary’s production and reception.29

Because of these developments, contemporary documentary has pro-
found ramifications for social change; documentary has the capacity to
“speak in the first-person singular but imply a first-person plural.”30

Moving toward a “first-person plural” becomes less about flattening out
identity categories and more about accessing communal power through
shared experiences. Paula Rabinowitz argues that social justice documen-
taries—what Bill Nichols calls the “performative” documentary mode31—
illuminate “the varied ways in which cultural representations can have
political agency.”32 I argue that autobiographical documentaries also fea-
ture a similar ability to represent political agency. New autobiographical
images and narratives, presented as realistic, personal, and direct repre-
sentations of US culture and individuals, collectively call for social and
political movement.

Autobiographical documentary, as described by Jim Lane in The
Autobiographical Documentary in America, encapsulates the possibility of
presenting multiple storytelling techniques and embodied politics.33 In the
case of trans� filmmakers and subjects, multiple storytelling techniques
and embodied politics allow for heightened agency and the possibility of
resistance to the stereotypical and pathological treatment of their lives evi-
dent in other, mostly earlier forms of documentary. In addition, unlike in
early observational documentaries, where the filmmaker acts as a fly-on-
the-wall bystander, autobiographical documentarians demand to be seen
and heard. They are not merely observing their own lives and stories but
performatively creating them onscreen. By presenting their own
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experiences, autobiographical filmmakers “have reversed the homogeniz-
ing effects of mass technology and mediation.”34 Turning the camera on
themselves, autobiographical filmmakers expand notions of trans� subject-
ivity and, in fact, create new forms of selfhood. As a display of subjectiv-
ity, the autobiographical documentarian’s identity, body, and political
agency are inseparable. There is no voice-over narrator or interlocutor
who mediates the narrative, only the individuals who tell their stories.
This difference returns interpretive voice to those who have not previ-
ously been able to speak for and about themselves within a genre that
was initially created to document the Other.

Autobiographical films have the radical potential to develop more
diverse, ethical understandings of trans� identity. These films include (but
are certainly not limited to) Paul Hill’s Myth of Father, in which Hill
reflects on his father’s transition to become Jodie; Call Me Malcolm,
Joseph Parlagreco’s meditation of trans�-masculine Malcolm’s journey of
self-acceptance while maintaining his Christian identity; Sam Feder and
Julie Hollar’s compilation Boy I Am, which emphasizes recognition and
visibility of trans� men and their stories; and the two films to which I
now turn my attention: Rosskam’s Against a Trans Narrative and
Haworth’s She’s a Boy I Knew.

Against a Trans Narrative

Trans�-masculine identified filmmaker Rosskam destabilizes what it
means to claim, discuss, and share a personal trans� narrative in Against
a Trans Narrative. The filming process occurs in several steps, which the
viewer witnesses: Rosskam records himself narrating his story as well as
conversations between himself and his partner as they discuss his trans�
identity and their lesbian relationship. Actors then recreate these scenes,
taking on his narratives as their own. Finally, Rosskam shows the recre-
ated scenes to groups of diverse LGBTQ+ people, who discuss the scenes
in relation to questions he provides. These representational layers are
explicit, and Rosskam’s narrative—though autobiographical—reflexively
plays with the documentary form while calling his narrative into question
in light of collective knowledges of trans� identity. Evident in the title,
Rosskam is critical of having any one narrative for such a diverse popula-
tion, even if the narrative is his own. At the same time, many participants
retell his narrative as if it were their own, which forces the viewer to
interrogate the politics of a shared or conventional narrative.

Throughout the film, Rosskam tells a complicated and layered story of
trans� identity. The recreations he inserts are clearly not real: actors hold
scripts, mess up lines, and repeat one movement or phrase several times.
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In one scene, the actress who plays Rosskam’s partner continues to mis-
takenly say, “You’re worse than other real women!” when the line should
be, as Rosskam interjects, “You’re worse than other real men!” In this
and other scenes, Rosskam is a part of the filming process, also holding a
script and directing the actors in how they should behave and say their
lines. These recreations highlight the performativity of identity as well as
the tricky nature of language. At no point does the viewer see a “finished”
product of Rosskam’s narratives, the subsequent recreations, or the group
conversations. In fact, the film suggests that there is no such thing as a
“finished” product—from identities to language to collective understand-
ing, nothing can ever be made truthfully whole. In these ways, Against a
Trans Narrative interrogates whether personal understanding and lan-
guage can effectively show the heterogeneity of identity.

Throughout the film, Rosskam shatters the constructed nature of early
conceptions of documentary—in particular, the observational and exposi-
tory modes, as Nichols defines them35—as well as the constructed nature
of all narratives, identities, and embodiments. Like other reflexive films,
which draw attention to how documentary itself is partial and subjective,
Against a Trans Narrative uses scripted scenes, actors, and nonspontane-
ous footage that calls into question the film’s “documentary” label. At the
same time, as Candace Moore argues in her review, the film “adapts the
conventions of the documentary in order to better critique stabilized
notions of identity.”36 Instead of asking, “What is the truth this documen-
tary aims to bring to light?” the question becomes, “What is the truth this
documentary reveals about the self and about me?”37 The film also asks,
what are the dangers of a conventional or shared trans� narrative?

Nevertheless, the constructed nature of the documentary becomes clear
only as it progresses; in other words, the documentary requires a certain
amount of work from its viewers. At first watch, many of the participants
seem to be interviewees: they position the camera directly across from
themselves, sit down, and divulge information about themselves in a typ-
ical confessional manner. Microphones and simple scenery reinforce the
idea that these individuals are participants taking part in the development
of a trans� production. However, as the language of Rosskam’s scenes
and the language of the participants begin to overlap, the reflexive aspects
of the documentary become clear. In one scene, Rosskam talks directly
into the camera about how it is “weird” to divulge information to an
object when no one else is around and when he is usually “on the other
side of the camera.” Rosskam says, “I said I would do this every day, but
[trails off]” implying that he set out to document his transition as it hap-
pens in real time but didn’t stick to that plan. Immediately after, the
scene transitions to another individual sitting behind a microphone,
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reporting that ze has been on testosterone “for seven weeks.” Ze goes on
to say, somewhat despondently, “But today I’m feeling pretty shitty, so
maybe today isn’t the day to talk about it. Or maybe it is.” With this
switch in speaker, Rosskam attends to how the genre of documentary fun-
damentally produces rote narratives from participants. At the same time,
because the scenes overlap, the viewer realizes that the second speaker
finishes Rosskam’s line and thus co-opts or recycles his narrative as
hir own.38

If the viewer has not yet caught on to the film’s metaelements, the final
scene clearly draws attention to the performative and reflexive tactics of
the rest of the film and suggests that all narratives are mediated. The final
scene features the same individual who previously overlaps with Rosskam:
the camera zooms in as ze puts hir head in hir hand. The camera then
pans out as ze perks up and asks, “Did I say it how you wanted it?” In
the background, Rosskam’s muffled voice affirms, “Yeah, it was good.”
This final interaction suggests that identities themselves can be imagined
as fictional realities. Identities require narratives and are therefore always
reconceptualized at the moment of confession. Identities also require col-
lective responsibility or, at the least, collective recognition. For instance,
Rosskam questions how one can exist within a medical logic without
“buying into the system” of master narratives that privilege some and dis-
criminate against others. How do you, as Rosskam explicitly asks, “make
your body exist more comfortably in social interaction without playing
into disordered language and pathologizing narratives?”

As Moore explains, “this super smart film presents the quandary of
gathering a group of individuals to represent trans identity (when trans is
about destroying categories) and exposes how other members of the queer
community often project onto the trans-gender experience.”39 Although
Moore’s notion that “trans is about destroying categories” is overly opti-
mistic and true only for certain privileged individuals, particularly those
who are white and middle class, she is spot-on with her attention to the
“projections” the film illuminates. If one imagines each reenactment or
scene in which an individual confesses a trans� identity using Rosskam’s
words as a “projection,” one can begin to see how this film pushes against
hegemonic and normative forms of self-naming and identity politics.
These “projections” force the viewer to question, time and time again, if
one can ever adequately represent someone else’s story, even if ze shares
identity categories and experiences. Tellingly, Against a Trans Narrative
does not put forward a definitive answer to this question. In exciting yet
complicated ways, the film deconstructs the notion of individual choice in
relation to community, social, and medical goals.

Rejecting narratives that rely on simple explanations about the origin
or expression of trans� identity, Rosskam explains in documentary form
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how individuals strategically employ narratives for life-saving and affirm-
ing purposes. He acknowledges throughout the film that certain situa-
tions—the doctor’s office, coming out to friends and family, and
conversations with others who may not share one’s identity—sometimes
require the use of these stories. In one scene, a young African American
trans�-masculine person enters a doctor’s office and sits in front of a
nurse. He nervously inquires about receiving testosterone, but the nurse
continues to ask routine questions, not looking up from her clipboard.
Three others enter, though neither the trans�-masculine person nor the
nurse acknowledges them. They appear as specters of societal pressures,
who tell him which narratives to use to get what he wants. These specters
in the room tell the trans�-masculine patient, “Tell her you’ve always felt
that way, tell her you’re over eighteen, don’t look away, you need this!”
These would-be ghosts and the nurse exit the room and the trans�-mas-
culine person remains, staring despondently at the floor. Because there is
no follow-up scene or further explanation, this ending suggests two
opposite readings: he did not tell the right narrative and won’t receive tes-
tosterone, or he told the right narrative and is waiting for a prescription.
Either way, outside voices have eclipsed his confession and rendered him
invisible. As is apparent here, Against a Trans Narrative idealizes the
belief that visibility equals possibility, and yet the visibility the film creates
is never fully actualized.

Emphasizing how others—particularly medical professionals—encour-
age rote narratives, another scene shows the same trans�-masculine per-
son with his primary care provider. She explains, “when you go to the
doctor, she’s going to ask you all sorts of questions to, to make sure you
know all the consequences of your actions. But also to make sure you fit
what they consider the profile of a transsexual.” The doctor gives her
patient the standards of care to peruse before his appointment: “You
should go over it just so you …” she begins. The trans�-masculine per-
son responds, “So I know what they want me to say.” Later, Rosskam pla-
ces his handheld camera within inches of his own face. He explains that
it is the night before his double mastectomy surgery and that he has been
looking at the mirror for hours, contemplating whether he is making the
right choice. He whispers, “I’m doing what I need to do to face my reflec-
tion in the mirror, but what if that’s different from what I need to do to
face my reflection in society?” Rosskam makes a distinction between his
body as it exists for him in a private way and his body as part of a lesbian
or queer culture that may or may not support his decision. The pressure
Rosskam articulates here reinforces the notion that though his narrative
belongs to him, it also belongs to others who identify in similar ways,
including those individuals whom he may potentially “abandon”—les-
bians, for instance—in becoming a socially recognizable man.
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Because others may co-opt narratives that enforce or perpetuate trans�
people’s sense of the world, openly communicating the dangers of this
practice is imperative to the structure of the film. The film includes sev-
eral scenes in which multiple generations of queer and trans� individuals
of varying races discuss sexuality, masculinity, and future realities of a
trans�-feminist movement. In responding to the previous scenes, which
feature the trans�-masculine person in his doctor’s offices, participants
discuss the danger of idealized and dominant narratives. One respondent
replies, “there’s certain narratives about trans men that are surfacing. So
people on the periphery are saying, ‘no, isn’t this great, you have visibil-
ity,’ like visibility necessarily equals possibility… It’s adding one more
narrative that I have to negotiate with. And so I feel like we’re so at the
beginning of even talking to each other that I don’t feel that people really
feel comfortable talking about the diversity of their experiences, and how
they don’t fit in … these ideal versions of trans people … there’s a lot
of sway that they can have because we’re not actually talking.”

In this moment, ze illuminates the inherent tensions of identity: how
can we find identity through a recognizable vocabulary and yet not down-
play differences within categories, whose constituents we imagine share a
prescribed way of thinking? This participant also draws attention to how
narratives become conventional when only one—or even a few—is seen as
somehow more authentic. For this person, more trans� representations do
not allow for more ways of being trans� or even higher levels of trans�
acceptance. Instead, because communication and dialogue do not yet exist
within trans� communities in any widespread way, new trans� representa-
tions layer one upon another, creating a kind of cage for individuals who
identify as trans�. With open dialogue, however, perhaps these trans� rep-
resentations and narratives could create a web or galaxy of possibility,
wherein one narrative is not more highly valued. Teasing out these ideas,
Rosskam suggests that all trans� narratives are mediated, whether they
are subsumed by other identity categories or erased at the expense of
dominant narratives.

Throughout the conversation scenes, language is critical. Participants
discuss the categories butch and lesbian, the importance of self-identifica-
tion, and whether naming hinders community building. Through strategic
editing that shifts between exchanges of people, one sequence of conversa-
tions noticeably shows the incongruences in group and generational
understanding: one young participant begins by saying that naming and
identification is clearly “limiting” and alienating. Next, a midsixties, Black,
self-identified lesbian says that she “loves” to label herself as a lesbian.
Immediately after, a young Black trans� man in a different group argues
that communities should “try to do community different,” arguing that
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some people “might not even be recognized as part of a community”
depending on what narratives and identity terms they use. Finally, an
Asian American woman and a Latina lesbian discuss how the idea of
community has changed to reinforce the problems inherent in having to
“think the same way” and the impossibility of being recognized as part of
two different groups.

This sequence displays several issues: first, it highlights how younger gen-
erations may not as deeply connect self-naming with survival or self-consti-
tution. Second, it stresses how identity categories do not take into account
variation within groups, often erasing intersectional experiences. Third, the
shifting scenes emphasize how gender- and sexuality-based social movements
dismiss and sometimes explicitly erase the experiences of nonwhite, work-
ing-class individuals and individuals with disabilities. Finally, this sequence
questions the meaning of an “authentic” trans� identity and stresses how
group policing can damage social movements.

Willy Wilkerson’s spoken poem in Against a Trans Narrative echoes
these sentiments. Wilkerson connects the younger generation’s “privilege”
with gender transition: “had I been born twenty years later, I would have
transitioned, no doubt. But that collective journey of feminism as survival
stayed with me,” ze explains. “I found peace with my mixed heritage,
mixed gender, ambiguity. Fought too hard, too long to change this body
now.” The new generation of queer and trans� youth employ a “different
language” and have “different options” and yet discuss the “same ideas:
biology is not destiny.” In Wilkerson’s understanding, the new generation
seems to have abandoned feminism: “they look at me like I am truly
crazy. Have we come so far that we really can’t remember?”

Furthermore, in this scene and many others, Rosskam draws attention
to the “rub” that exists between having a broad, theoretical understanding
of gender, akin to what one might learn from a gender studies course or
expository documentary, and having a personal identity based on the
desire for gender transition. In one constructed interview, a participant
sets up a camera, turns it on, and sits a few feet away. He begins, “I’m
dating a girl now, but I’m worried that my transition is going to have a
negative effect on our relationship. I think she’s really upset about my
having surgery, but it’s weird, it’s not like she’s known me any other way.
She met me like this—me as male and, I don’t know, she acts like I
haven’t thought of male privilege or something.” Instead of interrogating
the potentially real reservations this “girl” has about his desire to transi-
tion and whether he has considered the potential “male privilege”
he will gain, the interviewee continues, “I don’t know, she’s younger than
I am—maybe she took a gender studies class or something. I’ve never
met anyone with such radical views of feminism as she has, and by
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radical I don’t mean progressive, I just mean radical. I like her though…
She’ll get over it.” Taken together, these scenes indicate that claiming a
trans� identity—being trans� and living in a trans� body—is very differ-
ent than understanding and accepting what it might be like to transition.
The interviewee flippantly suggests that his new girlfriend cannot grasp
what he is going through, denying the complex and difficult emotions
one goes through in finding acceptance with a partner’s transition. At the
same time, his narrative claims trans� agency in a personal way, which
doesn’t rely on others for acknowledgement.

As a reflexive, performative, and autobiographical film, Against a Trans
Narrative does not shy away from the difficult and tense issues involved
in working out a productive and radical trans� politics. Instead, it forces
participants and viewers to face these questions head on, which insinuates
that through open dialogue, we might begin to forge alliances across iden-
tity and generational differences. But it won’t be easy, and it certainly
won’t be quick or painless; nevertheless, Rosskam implies, the process is
what matters. In his article “Community, Identity Politics, and the Limits
of Representation,” Rosskam sheds light on these issues: “we cannot keep
expecting one person to represent an entire community, [and] as a com-
munity, we need to recognize the limits of representation.”40 As a film
that visually represents what Rosskam demands in his article, Against a
Trans Narrative expands epistemologies, questions collective organizing,
and pleads for dialectical social change.

She’s a Boy I Knew

Haworth’s film concretizes Rosskam’s attentiveness to visibility and com-
munity. The experimental aspects of Against a Trans Narrative magnify
social understanding of trans� identity, whereas She’s a Boy I Knew
locates the expansive capacity of trans� identity in a particular body.
Using one-on-one interviews, photographs, home videos, letters, phone
conversations, quirky animations, and voice-over narration, Haworth
intimately confesses a relational trans� identity. Haworth interviews her
family and friends and documents her life in eastern Canada as Steve, a
rough-and-tumble boy who grew up to marry his college sweetheart and
first romantic partner, Malgosia. She documents her physical, mental
transformation through Malgosia’s realization that she cannot love the
woman Haworth has become, as well as her friends and family’s recount-
ing of their emotions and thoughts throughout the process.

Haworth tells her story through polyvocal narratives, which produces a
radical epistemology not unlike Against a Trans Narrative’s. In one review
of the film, Jane Chapman defines She’s a Boy’s genre as “domestic
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ethnography with an authorial subjectivity.”41 Chapman points to the
underlying transgressive nature of the film; though it is about Haworth,
her story is mostly told through the mouths of her family members and
friends. Haworth is both subject and object: she is the expository film-
maker looking in on her family and friends’ innermost thoughts and the
object they reflect on. Chapman goes on to argue that the film’s “deeply
personal account of self-empowerment through self-representation” allows
the viewer to more fully understand and question “the difficulties
involved in conforming to society’s expectations.”42 As a performative yet
autobiographical documentary, Haworth brings her trans� identity and
body into being onscreen, displaying what Pullen calls the “discursive
potential” of personal agency.43

Haworth does not deny or erase her family’s negative reactions to her
transition but, instead, features their stories as equally valuable as her
own. Her father, Thomas, is a stoic, furrow-browed man who confesses
discriminatory thoughts toward his son, now “daughter,” as he begrudg-
ingly corrects. Thomas looks at the camera—at Haworth—and away,
refusing to make eye contact, silently shedding tears as Haworth’s narra-
tion describes her relationship with her father as warm but deadly silent.
As the film moves from the interview to photographs and videos of
Haworth as a child, Haworth’s voice-over explains that masculinity co-
opted her grandfather’s, father’s, and then her own life; it rendered her
relationships shallow and her voice silent. Masculinity, as a force and filial
lineage, might be the confining factor against which she repositions her-
self. The film, then, is her way to claim a feminine voice in opposition to
the quiet solitude masculinity demanded of her.

Haworth’s use of archival material emphasizes her masculine past while
underscoring the instability of history and memory. Using childhood vid-
eos, as well as videos of her parents as children and young adults,
Haworth links the images of herself and her father and thus connects
Thomas and Gwen as gendered beings with a similar embodied history.
Haworth makes all the footage from the past look grainy and ephemeral,
which makes it difficult to tell the videos apart. Visually, Haworth places
side-by-side images from 1958 of her father as a boy with images of her-
self as a child in the ’80s. Incorporating home movies as “evidence” of a
“shared memory,” Haworth suggests that these images are historical arti-
facts, which are “complex, sedimentary, active and contradictory.”44 Efren
Cuevas, discussing the use of home movies in documentaries, argues that
the archive is “where social memory has been and is constructed.”45

Including home movies produces an intense identification between
Haworth and her family members that cannot be reduced to individual
explanations of the past.
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Haworth’s film is thus a meditation of trans� identity and kinship.
Tellingly, the title itself draws attention to the importance of other peo-
ple’s experiences in relation to her changing identity and body—She’s a
Boy I Knew implies that Haworth is the “she” about whom others will
speak. In the opening sequence, Haworth incorporates home videos of
her young parents: a smiling white woman next to a Christmas tree, a
smiling white man playing with his children. These images then slow
down and become blurry, and Haworth’s voice-over narration cuts in,
stating, “my nightmares are about being ostracized, being purposefully left
behind … rejection and abandonment, those were my nightmares.”
Immediately afterward, Haworth’s older sister, Kim, states, “I struggled
with, is it necessary? … Why not just be a feminine male?” Her father’s
voice interjects, “I guess we’re looking at what benefit is this, what is he
going to be going through, what if it’s all for naught?” Finally, Malgosia
speaks: “I really didn’t want to love what you didn’t want to be.” This
montage of images and voices—the happy images of a white, middle-class,
Christian, Canadian family clouded by the ominous and discordant voice-
overs—sets up the film as a narrative of interpersonal communication
and relational identity as much as a transitional confession. Her sister
and father’s use of male pronouns and third-person perspective paired
with Malgosia’s direct address to Gwen as “you” destabilizes and calls
into question Haworth’s identification as female, initially precluding her
voice as the authorial subject of the film. Haworth’s attentiveness to her
“nightmares” of “rejection and abandonment” centers her fear of “loss”
and nonrelational identity; her family and Malgosia are indeed definitive
characters in her life’s story.

Instead of coping with Haworth’s change by rethinking their memories,
Haworth’s family members claim that Steven is now somehow “dead” or
“gone.” Her mother, Colleen, explains, “Now I see you as not the same
person at all. My son is dead, and I mourned my son. I have a new
daughter who has some of my son’s personality. It may not be so much
change as you’ve just come out … but this is not the person I knew
before.” Kim has a similar response: “Steven is gone, I know that’s kind
of silly, but Steven is gone and who Steven was, but, you know, you
always have your memories.” In response to Steven changing her name to
Gwen Tara, Thomas confesses, “that was devastating for me… I guess
that was the first moment I realized I had lost my son.” These narratives
of mourning suggest that the little boy featured throughout Haworth’s
film does not become the filmmaker. Instead, her family represents
Haworth as a different iteration of that person who no longer exists. In
this way, Haworth’s family imagines Gwen as a facsimile or simulacrum
of Steven. At the same time, the boy the Haworths fondly remember, the
boy who no longer exists, is memorialized through the film itself.
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Haworth illuminates how her trans� narrative is contextual, mediated,
and constantly changing. At the end of the opening sequence of the film,
Haworth appears in a mirror, naked from the waist up. Her face is hid-
den behind the camera and her breasts are partially blocked by her arms
holding the device. Haworth looks at herself through the lens of the cam-
era, seeing herself in the camera’s image rather than in the mirror. As
this image appears onscreen, Haworth’s voice explains, “I’m a woman
trapped in a man’s body… I hate that fucking statement.” She goes on to
clarify that she hates it because although it is the closest narrative she has
for her own story, it is a narrative that exists because it is safe and under-
standable from a cisgender perspective. Invoking the wrong body trans�
narrative, while also calling attention to its detrimental standards,
Haworth shows how her gendered story changes depending on the
intended audience, who might hold claim over her subjectivity
and livelihood.

Immediately after, while home videos silently play out in the back-
ground—young Haworth and her sisters on vacation, a family picnic in
the park, and newer footage of a family dinner—Haworth justifies her
earlier statement: “granted, I couldn’t explain it back then. I didn’t learn
the term transsexual until I was in my teens, which is around the time I
saw films like Psycho, Dressed to Kill, Silence of the Lambs. I don’t think
society and I were ready to take each other seriously at that point.” These
references to popular representations of sadistic trans� characters—in
relation to her original confession that she is “trapped” in the wrong
body—works to produce visual and epistemological discord. Though she
experienced herself as a girl from a very young age, she nevertheless did
not have any viable or meaningful explanations of what that meant out-
side of popular culture’s consistently negative view. If she had laid claim
to a trans� identity from a younger age, society might have forced her in
more hostile ways to identify as defective, abnormal, or illegitimate. But
by evoking these narratives and undermining them, Haworth refuses to
capitulate to popular misconceptions. At the same time, as she explains,
society refused to “take her seriously” as well, which highlights how non-
conformist goals are often erased and denied on a wider social scale.

Throughout the rest of the film, Haworth employs and upends the
wrong-body narrative. In one scene, images of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual’s medical jargon on “gender identity disorder” (now
“gender dysphoria”) float by. In the background, Haworth’s voice
explains, “I saw myself as female, not transsexual. And from the little I
knew about trans women, society didn’t accept them as female but con-
sidered them as gender-deviant men.” Haworth differentiates her feelings
and experiences of gender from dominant conceptions of trans�-feminine
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identity. In using but contextualizing this pathological narrative, Haworth
represents herself as “trapped” by both her body and medical discourse.
Identifying as female rather than transsexual, Haworth acknowledges the
hold that medical discourse has over trans� individuals who must capitu-
late to its standards in order to fully self-actualize.

Haworth’s family members also explain that Haworth’s trans� identity
is both abnormal and relatable. For instance, Colleen discusses her initial
response to Haworth’s coming out as trans�: “I couldn’t think of anything
in your past that gave us any clue or signal… You were a regular BC
boy… This was so out of left field, I mean we have all these hockey
medals and stuff of yours!” Haworth’s camera lingers on her mother’s
face looking directly back, wide-eyed and excited, as if she expects some
sort of response or explanation. Colleen calls into question what gender
really is—perhaps it is a “feeling,” as Haworth previously expressed, or
maybe a role, or a set of behaviors, or perhaps even a regional sense of
self. Whatever it is, it is not something Colleen “expected” based on
Haworth’s normatively masculine past.

As Haworth’s body medically transitions, Colleen is more able to
accept that her daughter’s identity changes as well. Highlighting Colleen’s
ability to pathologize yet accept Haworth’s trans� identity, Haworth
emphasizes Colleen’s reaction to Haworth’s younger sister Nikki’s per-
formance of femininity. Nikki changes throughout the seven years of the
documentary: she leaves for college, joins an environmental commune,
cuts her hair, and starts to express resistance to pathological views of
trans� identity. Haworth explains that Nikki’s gendered performances of
self cause Colleen distress: “to my mom’s repulsion, [Nikki’s new life]
involves showering less than once per day, long armpit hair, and dump-
ster diving for food.” Their mother’s “repulsion” with Nikki’s gendered
performances and anticapitalist goals seems to be more about not fitting
into conventional roles. Because Nikki has always been identified as (and
identifies with being) female, Colleen does not as purposefully accept her
daughter’s nonconventional behavior. Though Colleen comes to accept
Gwen’s trans� identity because it is something that she imagines Gwen
cannot control, Colleen rationalizes Nikki’s behavior as a choice and thus
rejects it. Tellingly, in the final few moments of the film, Colleen tells her
daughter Gwen, “You’ll always be in my life, because I want you in my
life… I’d like you to have long hair, but [laughs].” Though presented in
a lighthearted manner, Colleen’s emphasis on conventional performances
of gender underscore her reliance on binary gender norms rather than
her inability to believe that one can move across the gender spectrum. In
these instances, Colleen’s understanding of trans� identity is more expan-
sive than her understanding of gender itself.
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These notions play out in the short animated portion of the documen-
tary, which Haworth labels “How to Be a Girl, by Mom” Focusing on
how individual bodies change depending on the way they are read and
policed by others, suggestions for how to perform femininity float by
onscreen as the camera follows a pretty, young, blonde, and blue-eyed
girl: “Call your mom more, always ask advice, family events are not
optional, grow your hair long, highlight your best features with makeup,
don’t unzip until you’re in the stall, always wipe from front to back, and
for god’s sake, shave your armpits!” Presumably, these are all suggestions
Haworth (and Nikki) has received. Subsequently, an image of Haworth as
a femme lesbian appears after her male form is zipped open as she con-
tinues to discuss how gender norms influenced her to imagine that being
and becoming a woman could happen only in prescribed ways. Finally,
the femme lesbian persona also unzips to reveal an image of how
Haworth sees herself today—as both feminine and masculine. Though
many of the “How to Be a Girl’s” suggestions are performative iterations
of gender roles, they also speak to how our bodies figure differently in
the world, depending on how others read us. Immediately following this
clip, Nikki appears onscreen saying, “I love my armpit hair!” This contra-
diction between what “girls” are supposed to be and what Nikki and
Gwen actually are produces a humorous though important deviation.
Gwen lays claim to a feminine identity and yet cuts her hair short and is
attracted to women. Nikki similarly identifies as a woman and yet does
not shave her armpits or wear makeup. These simple choices, in the end,
draw attention to the artificiality of gender rather than the artificiality of
trans� identity.

Immediately following the animated clip, Haworth recounts various
body modifications she has endured: chin reduction, nose job, breast
enlargement, and extensive electrolysis, as well as weekly and then
monthly hormone injections. Though Haworth represents these surgical
alterations as an inevitable part of becoming a woman, she emphasizes
that these body modifications are “necessary” not so she can become a
woman but so she can “convince the medical establishment that [she]
could pass for their idea of a transsexual woman.” As she voices this
opinion, images appear of her in her home, pulling up and buttoning
baggy, faded jeans with chains on the sides, putting on a t-shirt over a
black sports bra, and lacing up black combat boots. This juxtaposition sug-
gests that the extensive body modification practices she endures are
“necessary” only in that they allow her to be the woman she wants to
be—to be her own, self-constructed, and self-actualized version of woman.

Through body modification, Haworth “comes into her own” in ways
that allow her to expand what it means to be feminine, which allows her
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to question gender itself. Haworth explains that after her vaginoplasty,
she “didn’t feel the need for further medical intervention,” though she
had “intended to have another surgery to remove [her] Adam’s apple.”
Feeling “congruency” between body and mind allows her to choose to
keep her Adam’s apple as a type of “souvenir to remind [her] of where
[she’d] once been.” As she reasons, “I didn’t jump out of one closet just
to jump into another.” Connecting the “feeling” of gender to the body
she inhabits, Haworth states, “it took my mind a few weeks before it suc-
cessfully remapped its understanding of my skin’s geographical position
in relation to the contours of my body.” Her bodily change allows the
viewer to see how everyone, in their own ways, negotiates institutional-
ized understandings of gender.

Once Haworth’s current body enters the landscape of the film, she
appears only a few times, laughing and joking with friends, with her
parents, and then completely naked in the bathtub and in bed. In these
final moments, Haworth shows the viewers her vagina, explaining that
she will need to dilate it for several months to aid in the “recovery” of
“normal, working” genitals. In this sequence, Haworth strategically uses
and subverts common confessional practices: she allows viewers into her
personal space, her bathroom and bed, and yet she describes her vagina
and its “healing process” using medical language, displaying the “dilator”
she will use as she talks about her new body. Haworth uses the language
and narrative of a psychiatric office—a space that demands confession—
to claim a feminine existence through her visibly female naked body.
Haworth underscores embodied physicality while nevertheless calling into
question what it means to live in a body rather than as a body. This rad-
ical emphasis allows her voice—its sound and story—to take precedence
as her self and thus the arbiter of identity.

Conclusion: The Power of Autobiographical Documentary

An analysis of the genre of documentary highlights how historical and
political factors influence the visual and narrative representation of trans�
people. In her review of documentaries that feature trans� individuals,
Joelle Ruby Ryan argues, “while not solely or even primarily responsible
for cultural and systemic transphobia, [the media] plays a serious role in
the perpetuation of prejudice and discrimination against gender-variant
people.”46 In addition, dominant narratives filter in to documentary
depictions of trans� people and illuminate who holds cultural and polit-
ical power. According to Stuart Hall, power should be understood “not
only in terms of economic exploitation and physical coercion, but also in
broader cultural or symbolic terms, including the power to represent
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someone or something in a certain way.”47 Until recently, trans� individ-
uals have not had access to the kind of “power” Hall describes. Thus the
trans� reel has been saddled with stereotypes and misinformation, which
negatively affects real trans� individuals.

In spite of the historically simplified and pathological representations of
trans� people in documentary film, contemporary autobiographical film-
makers perform and narrate their own subjectivity. As Pullen contends, a
move toward the telling of personal stories—“tales of ‘who I am,’ ‘what I
want to be,’ or ‘what troubles me’”—can be seen as a move toward self-con-
sciously collective practices and more realistic representations of trans�
lives.48 At the same time, narrative is not merely expressive of identity but is
also an identity content itself, which forms and shapes the subject. Narrative
is a “mode of phenomenological and cognitive self-experience.”49 In autobio-
graphical films, the filmmaker’s use of narration physically connects the cine-
matic sound and image to the “real thing that they represent”50 while
simultaneously narrating a new self into existence.

Moreover, context-specific narration is effective in building commun-
ities. For example, in Eli Clare’s keynote speech for a 2007 trans�-mascu-
line conference, he remarks, “I’m reminded of the incredible importance
of community, how bodily difference means one thing in isolation and
quite another when we come together, finding ourselves reflected in each
other’s stories.”51 In other words, autobiographical storytelling can bond
people through shared experience and embodiment. Autobiographical,
collective storytelling encourages public recognition and the realization
that one is not alone and that there are more narratives than one.
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